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Abstract

Following the development of the universal dependencies (UD) framework and the CoNLL 2017 Shared Task on end-to-end UD parsing, we address the need for a universal representation of morphological analysis which on the one hand can capture a range of different alternative morphological analyses of surface tokens, and on the other hand is compatible with the segmentation and morphological annotation guidelines prescribed for UD treebanks. We propose the CoNLL universal lattices (CoNLL-UL) format, a new annotation format for word lattices that represent morphological analyses, and provide resources that obey this format for a range of typologically different languages. The resources we provide are harmonized with the two-level representation and morphological annotation in their respective UD v2 treebanks, thus enabling research on universal models for morphological and syntactic parsing, in both pipeline and joint settings, and presenting new opportunities in the development of UD resources for low-resource languages.
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1. Introduction

The development of the universal dependencies (UD) framework and its treebank collection (Nivre et al., 2016) follows many shared tasks and multilingual evaluation campaigns in which the linguistic representation schemes across different languages vary (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006; Nivre et al., 2007; Seddah et al., 2013; Butt et al., 2002; Zeman et al., 2012). The UD treebanks collection, in contrast, obeys a single set of annotation guidelines, and respects the discrepancies between surface input tokens and the output nodes in the syntax trees (a.k.a., the two-level representation principle).

The UD initiative has paved the way to the development of cross-lingual models for word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing (Straka and Straková, 2017), as well as cross-linguistic typological investigations (Putrel et al., 2013). Recently, the CoNLL 2017 Shared Task on Multilingual UD Parsing (Zeman et al., 2017), which used a variant of the UD datasets from the UD v2.0 release, introduced a truly end-to-end parsing setting: participants had to parse raw texts into dependency trees, implying the initial phases of sentence tokenization, word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging and morphological annotation (if their parsing models required morphological information in their input).

The UD annotation scheme provides guidelines for unambiguously annotating the morphological and syntactic levels of representation of natural language sentences, but it does not provide means to formally capture a range of potential analyses, and in particular the ambiguous morphological analyses, of raw surface tokens. Lexical resources that capture this ambiguity, in the form of morphological analyzers or existing lexicons, are available for many of the participating treebanks, but they are far from useful for UD parsing, for two main reasons: (a) existing lexical resources rely on variety of formats and underlying theories that are incompatible with the UD morphological scheme, and (b) the morpho-syntactic interface assumed by these tools’ representation is often incompatible with the respective trees in the UD treebanks.

To fill this gap, we propose an annotation format which allows for capturing the full range of potentially-ambiguous morphological analyses of raw surface tokens, and at the same time is compatible with UD treebanks in form and function and respects its two-level representation principle. We name this format “CoNLL-UL”, in which UL stands for a universal lattice structure meant for formally capturing morphological ambiguity. In addition, we provide adaptations of existing morphological analyzers and lexica to our proposed format, making a wide range of CoNLL-UL resources freely available for the community.

Our contribution is hence many-fold. We first introduce a UD-compatible annotation format that is suitable for representing competing morphological analyses — each of which consisting of word segmentation, POS tagging and morphological features — for tokens or token sequences. Secondly, we provide a set of lexical resources for broad-coverage morphological analysis obeying this CoNLL-UL format, based on different sources: (i) For Arabic, Hebrew, and Turkish, morphologically rich-and-heavily-ambiguous languages, we developed or adapted morphological analyzers such that their output is in the CoNLL-UL format and subscribe to the word segmentation and morphological annotation theories of their respective UD v2 treebanks (Section 3.1). (ii) For several languages with less-complex morphology, we converted the output of existing freely-
available morphological lexicons to the CoNLL-UL format. In that way, these lexica can be used for generating all possible analyses of a given token in the required lattice structure, provided it is known to the lexicon (see Section 3.2).

(iii) For languages that do not have freely-available (if any) lexical resources, we provide a rudimentary tool to induce a CoNLL-UL lexicon from a UD treebank, which can be used as a baseline broad-coverage morphological analyzer.

We propose that CoNLL-UL will serve as a complement to the CoNLL-U format, and likewise, that conforming lexical resources will complement the respective treebanks in the UD treebank collection. CoNLL-UL will help researchers exchange language resources and tools at the morphological level, therefore improving their systems and allowing for proper cross-lingual comparison. Moreover, universal access to broad-coverage lexical resources harmonized with the UD treebanks scheme will pave the way for (otherwise infeasible) research on joint models for universal morpho-syntactic parsing.

We detail our proposal, motivated by the CoNLL-2017 shared task, in Section 2, and describe the resources we make available in Section 3. We cover related work and contrast particularities of broad-coverage morphological analyses with the morphology specifically annotated in the UD treebanks, and discuss the limitations of UD morphosyntax — to be potentially addressed by the UD community in the future — in Section 4, and we conclude with a summary of our contributions in Section 5.

2. The CoNLL-UL Proposal

In this section we detail our proposed universal annotation format for morphological ambiguity, which represents the competing analyses of a given source token.

Throughout this paper, we use the following terminology. A source token is a sequence of characters in the raw input text, segmented from surrounding characters by conventional, typographic (non-linguistic) criteria. It corresponds to “tokens” in the UD model. The CoNLL-UL annotation format scheme is similar to the SPMRL lattice format, where every lattice represents a surface token, and each edge in the lattice represents a tree token with the following properties:

FROM: Index of the outgoing vertex of the edge;
TO: Index of the incoming vertex of the edge;
FORM: Tree token (word form or punctuation mark);
LEMMA: Lemma or stem of the word form; underscore if not available;
UPOSTAG: Universal POS tag;
XPOSTAG: Language-specific POS tag; underscore if not available;
FEATS: List of morphological features from the universal feature inventory or from a pre-defined language-specific extension; underscore if not available;
MISC: Any other annotation related to morphology; underscore if not available;
ANCHORS: Identifiers linking to specific disambiguation if needed; underscore if not available.

We also borrow from the UD format properties for specifying a surface token spanning multiple tree tokens, respecting the two-level representation principle:

RANGE: Start and end vertex ids in the tree token lattice;
TOKEN: Source token;
MISC: Any other token-level annotation (e.g. spelling issue or canonical representation); underscore if not available.

We generalise this notation for dealing with source tokens that are different from the corresponding tree token in the case of 1-to-1 mappings, using ranges of length one.

Note that as opposed to CONLL-U, integer indices in the FROM, TO and RANGE fields index vertices in a lattice, and not tree tokens. Nevertheless, in the case of a linear lattice (a lattice with only one path) as shown in Tables 1(a) and 1(b), the CoNLL-U representation can be directly obtained as follows:
Figure 1: Lattice of possible analyses in terms of transliterated tree token sequences for the first two Hebrew source tokens of the phrase בצלם הנעים של עצים (BCLM HNEIM FL HECIM, meaning “in the pleasant shadow/shade of the trees”, using the transliteration scheme of Sima’an et al. (2001)). The correct disambiguation of each source token, in the context of the phrase, is highlighted in bold. Lemma and morphological property ambiguity are not shown for brevity; ‘|’ indicates part-of-speech ambiguity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>LEMMA</th>
<th>UPOS</th>
<th>CPOS</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>MISC</th>
<th>ANCHORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td></td>
<td>BCLM</td>
<td>BCLM</td>
<td>PROPN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>goldid=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>BCL</td>
<td>BCL</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>DET</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>goldid=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>CL</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CLM</td>
<td>CLM</td>
<td>VERB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CLM</td>
<td>CLM</td>
<td>VERB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>CLM</td>
<td>CLM</td>
<td>NOUN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>HNEIM</td>
<td>HNEIM</td>
<td>VERB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>DET</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>goldid=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>SCONJ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>ADV</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>AUX</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>PROPN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>VERB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>NEIM</td>
<td>VERB</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The CoNLL-UL representation of the lattice shown in Figure 1. Tree tokens and lemmas are transliterated here for the convenience of the reader. Some morphological features strings are shortened for brevity. Note the reuse of columns for source token span lines as in CoNLL-U, where the FROM column is a range, the TO column is a source token, and the FORM column is a misc field set to underscore when empty.

- Ignore the “FROM” column and the “MISC” column for source tokens,
- Ignore source token specifications with ranges of length 1,
- Ignore the “ANCHORS” column,
- Increment by one the starting vertex id for ranges with length greater than 1.

3 Only the starting vertex id is incremented since ranges in CoNLL-UL correspond to vertices in lattices, of which there are two (start and end) for each possible tree token, whereas ranges in CoNLL-U correspond to tree tokens themselves. Lattice vertices are 0-indexed, therefore the starting vertex id is incremented.

We now illustrate this format on an example. Let us consider the Hebrew source token sequence בצלם הנעים של עצים (transliterated as BCLM HNEIM FL HECIM). Figure 1 displays the lattice of possible analyses in terms of tree tokens, as could be output by a non-deterministic morphological analyzer. This lattice illustrates two ambiguity types: (i) morphological segmentation ambiguity, which is directly visible in the different path lengths in the lattice, (ii) morphological tagging ambiguity, visible in the two analyses provided for the tree token של עצים (CLM). The corresponding CoNLL-UL representation is provided in Table 2.

4 Henceforth, source tokens will be typeset in typewriter and tree tokens in italics throughout the paper.
Let us now consider the correct segmentation of "ב הظل שלם (B H CL FL HM, meaning in-the-shadow-of-them) of the source token בצלם (BCLM) in context. These segments would form the syntactic words of a CoNLL-U file describing UD trees. We relate the CoNLL-UL morphologically ambiguous files to CoNLL-U unambiguous files by anchoring lattice arcs with their syntactic identifiers in the ANCHORS field. This simplifies the process of merging one or more morphological disambiguations, a necessary step for evaluation of the prediction and for joint morpho-syntactic processing.

3. Morphological Analysis with CoNLL-UL

We have developed a set of resources and tools that can perform morphological analysis and output it in the CoNLL-UL format. Morphological analysis can be performed either online, using for instance finite-state or statistical/neural models, and/or based on lexical resources. In this section, we first briefly describe several CoNLL-UL-compatible morphological analyzers we developed for languages such as Arabic, Hebrew and Turkish; we then sketch how we converted existing lexicons into the CoNLL-UL format, which can be used straightforwardly as the basis for simple morphological analyzers.

The Hebrew and Turkish morphological analyzers, and lexicons mentioned in this paper are freely available. The Arabic morphological analyzer requires a license, which can be acquired by following the instructions at the provided link. In addition, we apply our analyzers to existing UD treebanks, and provide the resulting CoNLL-UL analyses to the community.

3.1. Morphological Analyzers for MRLs

As our first contribution to the bootstrapping of universal morphological resources, we provide here adaptations of morphological analyzers for three Morphologically Rich Languages (MRLs): Arabic, Hebrew, and Turkish. For these morphological analyzers, their pre-existing morphological analyses adhere to schemes that differ from those employed in the respective UD treebanks. These discrepancies are due to differences between the morphological theories adopted by the UD treebanks developers and those employed by the developers of the morphological analyzers. Therefore, the adapted resources we provide are non-trivial to obtain, and required careful alignment of the morpho-syntactic analyses with their UD treebank counterparts. For Arabic, we adapted the morphological analyzer used in MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014), which is built on top of the databases of SAMA (Maamouri et al., 2010) to output morphology that adheres to the UD Arabic treebank (Taj et al., 2017). The Arabic UD treebank, as with other Arabic treebanks, uses the Penn Arabic treebank tokenization scheme (Maamouri et al., 2004) which segments all proclitics and enclitics except for the definite article. It is worth noting that the format we propose here is independent of the specifics of this tokenization scheme and it can be used with a number of other schemes (Habash, 2010). For Hebrew, we used the HEBLEX morphological analyzer of More and Tsarfaty (2016), based on the BGU Lexicon (Itai and Wintner, 2008), adapted to the UD Hebrew treebank. We only modified the HEBLEX SPML lat-tices format to follow the proposed CoNLL-UL format, as the HEBLEX annotations have already been adapted to the treebank counterpart (More and Tsarfaty, 2017). For Turkish, we developed a new morphological analyzer based on TRmorph (Çöltekin, 2010). The analyzer follows the segmentation and morphological analysis scheme of the UD Turkish treebank v2.0 (Sulubacak et al., 2016) and Turkish-PUD treebank (Zeman et al., 2017). These treebanks have employed a different segmentation approach compared to the METU-Sabancı Turkish Treebank (Oflazer et al., 2003). In addition, form and lemma representations, POS tags and morphological tag sets have changed. The existing morphological analyzers are not compatible with this new representation. Thus we introduce a finite-state implementation that complies with the UD v2.0 scheme. On top of that, for languages in the UD treebanks collection that may not have existing lexical resources and/or morphological analyzers publicly available, we adapted a data-driven rudimentary morphological analyzer (More and Tsarfaty, 2017) that induces a morphological lexicon from existing UD treebanks which provide broad-coverage morphological analyses and adhere to the proposed CoNLL-UL format. The analyzer can use the induced lexicon, as well as the converted morphological lexicons below, to provide analyses of input text in the CoNLL-UL format.

3.2. Converted Morphological Lexicons

As a complement to the CoNLL-UL-compatible analyzers described above, we have created a set of 53 CoNLL-UL-compatible morphological lexicons covering 38 languages, based on existing freely available resources. The source lexicons, the conversion processes and the resulting inventory of freely available CoNLL-UL lexicons are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>LEMMA</th>
<th>UPOS</th>
<th>CPOS</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>MISC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>auxquels</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>à</td>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>lesquels</td>
<td>lequel</td>
<td>PRON</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Gender=Masc</td>
<td>Numbers=Plur</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Two entries resulting from the conversion of the Leff in the CoNLL-UL format.
4. Related Work and Perspective

Our work overlaps somewhat with previous proposals, in particular the ISO norm “Morphosyntactic Annotation Framework” (hereafter MAF, (Clément and Villemonte de La Clergerie, 2005))\(^{[10]}\). In principle, MAF allows for the representation of any analysis represented in CoNLL-UL, whereas not every analysis in MAF can be represented in CoNLL-UL. This is because CoNLL-UL is intentionally coupled to CoNLL-U in both form and function: first, we use the CoNLL-U flat, tab-delimited file format for consistency and ease of use; second, we intentionally impose the same restrictions on CoNLL-UL morphology that UD itself is restricted to, such that these two resources maintain harmony. As a result of the latter, we can maintain a two-way compatibility promise: every morphological disambiguation in a UD v2 treebank can be represented as a CoNLL-UL lattice, and every possible path in a CoNLL-UL lattice can serve as the syntactic words of a UD-annotated tree. Thus, we ease the burden on morphological and syntactic parser research and development, such that they are relieved of adapting lexical resources (or their analyses) to UD-compliant morphology.

The representation scheme for lattices used by the SPMRL shared task datasets\(^{[11]}\) and which were introduced by\(^{[12]}\), allowed for annotating morphological ambiguity of these same languages.\(^{[13]}\) Seeker and Çetinoğlu (2015)\(^{[14]}\) extended the SPMRL representation to accommodate marking the gold and optionally a predicted morphological analysis. Our proposal extends the latter with two additions: (i) we use the UD convention of specifying a surface token spanning multiple tree tokens; and (ii) we allow the specification of multiple anchors relating lattice arcs to tree tokens, for possibly grounding more than one syntactic tree (i.e., a forest) in the morphological lattice. Since we wanted to maintain compatibility with the current version of CoNLL-U, our CoNLL-UL proposal has some limitations. First, although it fully covers 1-to-1 and 1-to-m mappings between source and tree tokens, it only covers n-to-1 mappings via “words with spaces” or special “GoesWith” dependencies, and does not cover n-to-m mappings. Yet such cases do occur in many languages.\(^{[15]}\)

It is especially true when taking into account noisy user-generated content and speech productions. Moreover, our proposal does not cover all types of lattices, including cases that cannot be covered with only one set of indices, as used in CoNLL-U and CoNLL-UL. There are lattice shapes which require independent mechanisms for indexing source and tree tokens (or, rather, states in a tree token lattice).\(^{[13]}\)

However, addressing all these cases would require a format that could not be directly compatible with the (current version of the) UD format/model. We therefore leave open the complete investigation of these issues for future work.

5. Conclusion

Although lexical resources for morphological analysis exist for many languages, they respect varied approaches to morphology. In the context of the CoNLL 2017 Shared Task, the morphological annotation in UD treebanks has not been harmonized with these existing lexical resources, making it hard to develop joint morpho-syntactic parsers. We propose the CoNLL-UL annotation for morphological ambiguity and provide adapted resources harmonized with existing UD resources. CoNLL-UL addresses the need for a UD/CoNLL-U interface to existing lexical resources, and our adapted resources provide a good starting point, with at least three important MRLs: Arabic, Hebrew, and Turkish. We also adapt morphological lexicons in the Apertium, Giellatekno, and Alexina frameworks, providing lexical resource coverage for numerous languages. For languages without lexical resources, we provide a baseline solution using the UD treebanks to induce data-driven lexica.

We suggest our proposal, together with the adapted resources and tools we provide, form to complement the set of UD treebanks, and facilitate research and development of cross-lingual morphological and syntactic parsing.
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\(^{[10]}\) See for instance in French the sequence of source tokens près du Mans “near Le Mans” and its analysis in terms of tree tokens près de Le Mans, where tree token près de “corresponds” to source token près and the “first half” of the source token du, and tree token Le Mans “corresponds” to the “second half” of source token du and source token Mans.

\(^{[11]}\) See for instance in French the sequence of source tokens près du Mans “near Le Mans” and its analysis in terms of tree tokens près de Le Mans, where tree token près de “corresponds” to source token près and the “first half” of the source token du, and tree token Le Mans “corresponds” to the “second half” of source token du and source token Mans.

\(^{[12]}\) Official page on the ISO website: https://www.iso.org/fr/standard/51934.html?browse=tc

\(^{[13]}\) See for instance the non canonical French source token sequence c’t, which can be analysed (at least) in two ways, namely as the tree token sequence c’ était ‘it was’ and the tree token sequence c’ est tes ‘it is your place’.
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